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INTRODUCTION 
 
Opened your email lately and found something phishy? A message from eBay about an item you would 
never buy? A reminder from PayPal to update your account, and you don’t have a PayPal account? A 
very terse email from a bank where you might have had an account six years ago – but now you’ve 
moved on, why haven’t they? 
 
You are not alone. Millions of phish – a specific kind of fraudulent email – are sent to consumers every 
week.  
 
Early on, phish were easy to catch – they had lots of typos and misspelled words, they were poorly 
written and sent from odd email addresses – but those days are over. Phishers are using more 
sophisticated techniques every day, and their fraudulent intent is becoming more and more difficult to 
spot.  
 
Phishing has become so prevalent that in August 2005, the Oxford English Dictionary added “phishing” to 
its latest publication, making “phishing” part of the definitive record of the English language. The 
Dictionary defines phishing as:   

 

phishing • noun the fraudulent practice of sending emails purporting to be from reputable 
companies in order to induce individuals to reveal personal information, such as passwords 
and credit card numbers, online.  

 
The number and sophistication of phishing scams sent out to consumers is continuing to increase 
dramatically. While online banking and e-commerce is very safe, as a general rule you should be careful 
about giving out your personal financial information over the Internet. What else can you do? Be informed. 
 
With the MailFrontier™ Field Guide to Phishing™, you’ll find clear, concise explanations and visual 
representations of sneaky, dangerous phish that may find their way to your computer. To help you identify 
these nasty threats – and trust your other incoming mail – at the end of this field guide are some 
suggestions on how you can protect yourself, as well as other phishing resources for more information. 
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Archerphish 
(Ar`chur`fish) 

Taxonomy (family): Toxotidae 

 
Description: The Archerphish is one of the most 
mischievous phish in the email sea. This phish employs 
a creative manner to attack its prey – which can be 
found both below and above water! In fact, the 
Archerphish is known for its unconventional attacks, 
such as shooting down victims with squirts of water from 
its mouth!  
 
Behavior: This phish enjoys tricking email recipients 
with the message that “someone is out to get you.” The 
Archerphish might claim that there have been multiple 
failed login attempts to your account from a foreign IP 
address or that someone is using your eBay account 
and making false bids. Do not fall for this trickery!  
 
Trick: Announces the problem, presents evidence, threatens an inconvenience if you do 
not take action and then gives you a URL to click on to take care of your “problem.” 

Clue 
It’s not 
addressed to 
you – it’s 
mass 
distributed 

Clue 
Multiple font 
changes, most 
of this email is 
copied from 
other emails 
and pasted 
together to 
produce this 
phish 

Clue 
The status bar 
reveals 
PayPal didn’t 
send this 

Trick  
The “problem” 

Trick  

The “evidence” 

Trick  

The threat 

Trick  
The action 
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Sandphish 
(sand`fish) 

Taxonomy (family): Trichodontidae 

 

Description: The Sandphish, which lives and burrows in 
the sandy or muddy bottoms of the ocean, is all-too-
good at playing dead – you don’t expect it to be toxic.  
 
Behavior: What appears to be a harmless phish is not. 
Sandphish typically ask you to do something for yourself 
– join a credit card protection service or become a 
PowerSeller. Do your best to pass them by and let them 
stay burrowed in the ocean floor! 
 
Trick: It seems that the sender is doing you a service and asks you to take advantage of something 
great by clicking on the URL the phish provides. 

 
 Clue 

Mass 
distribution - 
it’s not 
addressed to 
you 

Clue  
Typo - 
Extra space 

Clue 
False URL - 
it’s music-on-
tnt.com not 
barclays.co.uk.
com, that’s just 
been added to 
make the URL 
look legitimate 

Clue 
Subject line 
and email text 
are not 
consistent 

Clue  

Typo -  
A period is not 
needed after 
October 

Clue 
Poor editing -
The * does not 
have a 
corresponding 
reference at 
the bottom of 
the email 
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Walleye phish 
(wôl-eye` fish)   

Taxonomy (family): Percidae 

 

Description: While the Walleye phish looks boring, safe 
and legitimate – do not be fooled – it has teeth!  
 
Behavior: This phish deceives individuals by appearing 
to originate from a bank or credit union. The Walleye 
phish frequently asks for standard account information, 
ATM pin numbers or other sensitive data that will allow 
access to your personal financial account. For example, 
“We are upgrading our system and need you to login” or 
“Your credit card on file with us has expired.” Beware the 
Walleye and its false claims! 
 
Trick: Phish of this type will appear to be “trying to help you” to get your account information.
 

 

Trick  
It looks 
legitimate – 
there are no 
spelling, 
grammar or 
editing errors, 
but it asks you 
to use the link 
in the email to 
request action 
at a financial 
institution 

Clue 
It’s not 
addressed to 
you – it’s mass 
distributed 

Clue  

False URL, it’s 
cylinderpress.us 
not 
carolinafirst.com 

Clue  
Questionable 
content -  
Why are you 
an 
undisclosed-
recipient? 

Clue 
Questionable 
content -  
Why would a 
service 
renewal go to 
a “Billing 
Contact”? 

Clue  
Not enough 
legitimate 
information -  
How do you 
contact 
Customer 
Service? 
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Swordphish 
(sword`fish) 

Taxonomy (family): Xiphiidae 

 

Description: Swordphish are renowned for their very narrow, 
targeted approach to unsuspecting victims. These phish are 
powerful fighters and by nature tend to swim alone or in small 
schools.  
 
Behavior: Swordphish are 
very transaction-oriented and use “real” activity on your 
account as the means to lure a response. The defining 
characteristic of the Swordphish is that it contains information 
that is specific to you, such 
as your name, and is sent to you rather than mass distributed. 
For example, the Swordphish will claim there is a deposit of 
$154.85 waiting in your account or ask you to act because you’ve been outbid on an online auction. 
These targeted attacks can be compelling - do not let this phish prey on your account information! 
 
Trick: This phish uses your screen name, membership name or other personal information to appear 
more legitimate. It also references a possible transaction and asks you to take action using the URL in 
the email. 

Clue  
Poor editing – 
inconsistent 
use of 
capitalization  

Trick 
References a 
specific 
transaction, 
requests 
action, 
includes a 
threat for not 
taking action, 
asks you to 
take action 
using button or 
URL inside the 
email. 

Clue 

False URL - 
it’s not 
ebay.com it’s 
really 
aw2cgi.com, 
ebay.com at 
the beginning 
is just added to 
make the URL 
look legitimate 

Clue 
Your eBay 
screen name 
or member 
name 

Clue 

Confusing 
Dates, is it  
Oct 10 or  
Oct 04? 

Clue 

Specific 
transaction – 
but did you 
really bid on a 
Coated Japan 
Monocular? 
Better yet, did 
you file or 
participate in a 
dispute for this 
item? 
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Anglerphish 
(ang`ler-fish)  

Taxonomy (family): Antennariidae 

 
Description: The Anglerphish lurks in deep water. A 
bright blue light dangles in front of its mouth as a lure for 
prey to take as bait. When the prey responds to the bait 
and nibbles at the light, the nasty Anglerphish devours it. 
Stay safe - stay away from the blue light!  
 
Behavior: An Anglerphish announces that you are the 
winner of a contest and then asks you to provide 
sensitive personal information in order to claim your 
winnings. The lesson: don’t be lured by false bait! 
 
Trick: Anglerphish rely on your desire to win a contest or get something for nothing.  If you think 
you’re a winner, call your bank – don’t click on the link.
 

Clue  

This email is 
not addressed 
to you; it’s 
been mass 
distributed 

 

Clue 

The address is 
different - http 
in the URL 
versus https 
shown on the 
status bar 

Trick  
An IP address is used to hide the URL 

Clue 
Is the contest  
1 month or 3 
days? 

Clue 
Poor grammar 
- “Update your 
information 
with CIBC 
each time we 
require for this 
action”  

Clue 

In an attempt 
to make this 
email look 
more 
legitimate, the 
phisher copied 
text directly 
from the CIBC 
website and 
did not edit the 
text to be 
appropriate for 
an email 
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Parrotphish 
(pear`ot fish)   

Taxonomy (family): Scaridae 

 
Description: The Parrotphish is a beautifully colored 
phish; its bold, shiny outside is reminiscent of the bright 
lights of a celebration!  
 
Behavior: These phish prey on seasonal or national 
events and take advantage of the emotions and 
generosity associated with the times. Don’t be 
mesmerized by the Parrotphish’s beauty because if you 
swim too close, their sharp teeth will take a bite out of 
your resources! 
 
Trick: Takes advantage of our desire to help people, “proves” that others have already helped.
 
 

 

 

 

Clue  

Much of the 
content is 
copied from 
legitimate sites 
and pasted into 
the phish  

Trick  
Takes 
advantage of 
our need to 
help, shows 
that others 
have already 
helped 

Clue  
Poor editing, 
15,568 donors 

Clue 
It’s not 
addressed to 
you 

Clue 
The domain 
name is 
signupaccount.
com not 
PayPal.com. 
PayPal is 
added after the 
domain name 
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Octopus phish 
(Ok-teh-pes fish) 

Taxonomy (family): Octopodidae 

 
Description: The Octopus phish is quite good at 
masquerading about in different colors or shapes. These 
phish have many tentacles in different areas to snare 
unsuspecting victims.  
 
Behavior: This creature combines various attacks seen 
from other phish. For example, one Octopus phish might 
play up the sender’s role as a victim, while also 
requesting monetary support during the holiday season. 
This particular phish delivers a smothering threat. Be on 
the look out! 
 
Trick: A combination of any of the other phish’s tricks. 
 

 

Clue  

Poor grammar 
and editing 

Clue 
This is copied 
from the eBay 
website, it’s 
not written for 
an email 

Clue 
It’s not 
addressed to 
you, it’s mass 
distributed 

Clue 
IP address in 
the status bar 
proves eBay 
did not send it, 
adding .ebay/ 
at the end 
makes it look 
more 
legitimate 

Trick  
Archerphish 

Trick 
Sandphish 

Trick 
Swordphish 
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 Bonytail phish 

(bôn’ey`tale fish)  

Taxonomy (family): Cyprinidae 

 

Description: The Bonytail phish is the most rare of 
phish and is a member of the minnow family. The 
Bonytail phish has large fins and a very basic, 
streamlined body; it is nearly extinct with no reproducing 
wild populations known.  
 
Behavior: In essence, a Bonytail could be any type of 
phish – just poorly done.  It is a dying breed, but on 
occasion it can still be spotted today with an obvious 
typo or poor grammar. 

 
Trick: Its tricks are old and easy to spot, except for the most gullible!
 
 
 

Clue 
Spelling error 

Clue 
Poor grammar 

Clue  
Not addressed 
to you 

Clue  
Grammar 
mistakes 

Clue 
IP address in 
URL 

Clue  
Typo - 
letter “I” 
replaces lower 
case “L” 
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HOW DO YOU PROTECT YOURSELF?  

 

 

Tip #1   

If you are not a customer of the company that appears to be sending you an email, ignore it.  
Fraudsters rely on the few recipients who are customers of the company to fall victim to the scam. 
 

Tip #2 

Even if you are a customer, never respond directly to an email request from a company for 
personal or financial information.  
Instead verify the authenticity of the request by using an email or telephone contact that you know is 
legitimate. 
 

Tip #3 

Never go to a web site from a link in an email.  
Instead open up a new browser window and enter URLs that you know are legitimate directly into your 
browser. Better yet, use bookmarks you created. 
 

Tip #4 

Check your credit card and bank statements immediately after receipt. 
Look for charges or transactions that you don’t expect; even small ones can be a sign of trouble. 
 

Tip #5 

If you unwittingly supply personal or financial information, inform the appropriate institutions 
immediately.  
Banks and credit card companies will work with you to prevent your information from being used against 
you. 
 

Tip #6 

Become familiar with the tricks of the trade so you can spot fraudulent emails.  
Knowledge is a powerful weapon in the fight against email fraudsters. 
 

Tip #7 

Stay up to date. 
Make sure your operating system and critical security software applications – such as anti-spam,  
anti-phishing, anti-virus and anti-spyware – are current. 
 

 

MailFrontier believes in making email good again. We are committed to ensuring that email users 
everywhere are safe from unwanted, unsolicited material, and we are dedicated to raising awareness 
through educational vehicles such as the MailFrontier Phishing IQ Test™. Join the more than 500,000 
individuals who have taken the Phishing IQ Test and test your knowledge of these pesky creatures: 
 

US Edition – http://survey.mailfrontier.com/survey/quiztest.html 
UK Edition – http://survey.mailfrontier.com/survey/phishing_uk.html 
German Edition – http://german.mailfrontier.com/survey/phishing_de.jsp 

 
Today there are products available that can protect you from the increasing scourge of email threats such 
as phishing, including MailFrontier Gateway™ (for enterprises) and MailFrontier Desktop™ (for individual 
users). 
 
For more information on phishing, including whitepapers and webcasts, visit us at www.mailfrontier.com. 


